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Abstract

Magnetic Resonance Elastography is a known technique used to measure tissue elasticity \textit{in-vivo} but using traditional clinical Magnetic Resonance Imaging machines. In an attempt to greatly reduce cost of performing elastography and increase portability, this thesis investigates the potential use of a portable single-sided magnet, which is a much cheaper and more convenient alternative to conventional superconducting magnets for use in Magnetic Resonance Elastography. In this contribution, a novel velocity imaging method was designed and developed to perform elastography using a single-sided magnet. An experimental setup was then created to simulate and verify this methodology. The overall system was then evaluated in terms of being able to distinguish the stiffness of one sample from another. The experimental results suggest the potential of the developed methodology as a means of determining elasticity of materials using a single-sided constant gradient magnet.
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## Nomenclature

### List of Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviations</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPMG</td>
<td>Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWI</td>
<td>Compliance-Weighted Imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENSE</td>
<td>Displacement Encoding with Stimulated Echoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FID</td>
<td>Free Induction Decay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSE</td>
<td>Fast Spin Echo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME-PC-GE</td>
<td>Mutli-Echo Phase Contrast Gradient-Echo sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEG</td>
<td>Motion Encoding Gradient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRE</td>
<td>Magnetic Resonance Elastography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>Magnetic Resonance Imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>Nuclear Magnetic Resonance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCE</td>
<td>Optical Coherent Elastography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>Radio Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>Root Mean Square</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGSE</td>
<td>Static Gradient Spin Echo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TE</td>
<td>Echo Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR</td>
<td>Repetition Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UE</td>
<td>Ultrasound Elastography</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**List of Symbols**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>acq</td>
<td>The time interval in which MRI data is acquired</td>
<td>ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arb. Unit</td>
<td>Arbitrary Units</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_0$</td>
<td>Original cross-section area through which the force is applied</td>
<td>m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_0$</td>
<td>Magnetic Field Strength</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>Young’s Modulus</td>
<td>kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{pulse}}$</td>
<td>Energy of the radio frequency pulse</td>
<td>J</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F$</td>
<td>Force applied</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>First spatial derivative of the magnetic field</td>
<td>T/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>Wave Vector</td>
<td>1/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta L$</td>
<td>Amount of deformation experienced by the sample.</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_0$</td>
<td>Initial length of the sample.</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{xy}$</td>
<td>Signal Magnitude in the transverse magnetization plane</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_z$</td>
<td>Signal Magnitude parallel to the direction of the magnetic field.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$</td>
<td>Reciprocal Velocity Image Space</td>
<td>s/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>Position vector of the location of a particle</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>Signal Intensity detected by the MRI system.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{90}$</td>
<td>Duration of the 90° pulse.</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>Period of the induced mechanical excitation and oscillating gradient</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Spin-lattice relaxation time</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>Transverse relaxation time</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2’</td>
<td>Relaxation process due to the in-homogeneous magnetic field</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_2^*$</td>
<td>Observed relaxation process due to $T_2'$ and $T_2$</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{e}_o$</td>
<td>Vector of the mechanical displacement amplitude</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>Time between $90^\circ$ and $180^\circ$ pulses</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{rep}$</td>
<td>Time between successive $180^\circ$ pulses</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>Larmor Frequency</td>
<td>rad/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>Gyromagnetic ratio</td>
<td>rad/s/T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1 Introduction

This chapter will provide an overview of the whole document and its organization. The purpose, objective, and contributions of this research work will be discussed.

1.1 Overview

Medical science over the years has found many ways in diagnosing and preventing cancer. Current mainstream treatment options are limited to chemotherapy, radiation therapy and surgery [1]. The success rate of these current treatments is primarily based on the current stage of the cancer. Stage 1 is when cancer is localized to one part of the body and is highly curable, while Stage 4 is when cancer metastasized or spread to other areas of the body which can cause death. Being able to detect cancer at an earlier stage can vastly increase the chance of the cancer patient being treated using currently available treatment options. Palpation is a technique that is used by doctors that can detect early signs of cancers by “feeling” the stiffness of tissues on the body. Cancer tissue are typically 5-20 times stiffer compared to normal tissue [2]. Therefore, abnormal stiffness of tissue can indicate potential cancer or tumors. However, this technique is limited to tissues near the surface of the body. To find tissue stiffness in-vivo, Magnetic Resonance Elastography (MRE) can be used. MRE images the stiffness of tissue, providing similarly useful information as in palpation. The drawback of MRE is the cost and accessibility of the system as it requires large expensive medical MRI systems which
hinders overall global availability and usage of the technology. The motivation of our research is to reduce the overall cost of performing MRE to improve access to this valuable early detection technique. By using existing low field single-sided magnets to perform elastography measurements, the cost could be greatly reduced for these systems.

1.2 Objectives

This research focuses on using a single-sided magnet to perform MRE measurements in an attempt to significantly reduce cost and increase portability. Currently, no published literature has studied the possibility of such a system. This thesis strives to develop novel methods in terms of setup, pulse sequence and data processing to verify such system is possible to implement.

1.3 Thesis Contributions

The following list will highlight the main contributions that are presented thoroughly in this thesis:

- Designed and implemented a novel MRE system for determining material elasticity using a single-sided magnet. An experimental setup was created to test and validate the system.
- Implemented pulse sequences that are used to perform velocity encoding in determining the elasticity of the samples.
• Developed tissue mimicking phantom gelatin gels with varying stiffness to evaluate the single-sided MRE system in a controlled environment.
• Developed and implemented an algorithm to process raw MRI data for the purpose of obtaining elasticity measurements.

1.4 Thesis Organization

The thesis is broken down into six chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the purpose, objective and organization of the thesis. Chapter 2 provides background information on theory and concepts related to the work performed. In addition, discussion of current elastography techniques is also provided. Chapter 3 describes the hardware and equipment used in the experiments. Chapter 4 discusses the theories and ideas developed for this thesis. Chapter 5 details the experiments and work conducted in verifying the plausibility of performing MRE using a single-sided magnet. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis by summarizing major findings and discussing about future work.
2 Background Information

In this section, concepts necessary to understand the procedures and theories used in the thesis work is introduced. Furthermore, this section will provide a review of existing literature relating to elastography.

2.1 Young’s Modulus

Elasticity is a material property that quantifies a material’s ability to return to its original shape after an applied force is removed. Elasticity can be characterized by the Young’s Modulus given by [3]

\[ E = \frac{F L_0}{A_0 \Delta L} \]

where \( E \) is Young’s modulus, \( F \) is the force applied, \( A_0 \) original cross-section area through which the force is applied, \( L_0 \) is the original length of the object and \( \Delta L \) is the amount of deformation. Applying a constant amplitude oscillating force and then taking the derivative of Eq. 2.1, we can see that the displacement velocity is inversely proportional to the material’s Young’s Modulus.

\[ \Delta L = \frac{F \cos(\omega t) L_0}{A_0 E} \]

\[ \frac{dL}{dt} = -\frac{F \omega \sin(\omega t) L_0}{A_0 E} \]

This provides the basis of the idea that a stiff material or a material with a high Young’s Modulus will experience a smaller displacement velocity than a soft material or smaller Young’s Modulus assuming a constant oscillating force is applied and the samples to be
tested are similar in size.

2.2 Basic Principles of NMR

MRI was discovered in the 1970’s by Paul C Lauterbur and Sir Peter Mansfield when they saw that the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) phenomenon could be used to produce images \textit{in-vivo} of the human body [4]. The basis of NMR is that all stable isotopes with an odd number of protons and/or neutrons have a non-zero spin [5]. This means that the isotopes has an intrinsic magnetic moment and angular momentum. When a sample experiences a magnetic field \(B_0\), the isotopes will align parallel to it (lower energy state) or anti parallel (higher energy state) resulting in a small net dipole moment in the direction of the magnetic field [4] [5]. These dipoles will “wobble” around the direction of the magnetic field. This process is called precession. The frequency they precess at is called the Larmor Frequency given by [6]

\[
\omega(r) = \gamma B_0 + \gamma G \cdot r
\]  

2.4

where \(\omega\) is the Larmor Frequency, \(G\) is the first spatial derivative of the field, \(B_0\) is the magnitude of the static gradient field, \(\gamma\) is the gyromagnetic ratio and \(r\) is the spin coordinates. At equilibrium, the transverse magnetic component \(M_{xy}\) points in all direction and cancels out. The magnetic component \(M_z\), parallel to \(B_0\), is equal to the net magnetization vector.

To generate an MRI signal a radio frequency (RF) pulse is applied. To rotate the net magnetization vector by 90°, the RF pulse must have an energy \(E_{\text{pulse}} = \hbar \omega\) where \(\omega\) is \(2\pi\) multiplied by the Larmor frequency and \(\hbar\) is the reduced planck constant. To achieve
other flip angles $\alpha$, the energy level of the RF pulse can be varied. This pulse excites the dipoles causing $M_z$ to decrease and causes the dipoles to precess in phase causing $M_{xy}$ to increase. After the RF pulse is turned off, the spins will start to realign and return to their original state causing $M_z$ to increase and $M_{xy}$ to decrease. The rate at which $M_{xy}$ decreases is called transverse relaxation time (T2) and the rate at which $M_z$ re-establish itself is called spin-lattice relaxation time (T1) [7] [8]. The relaxation times are a statistical average for an ensemble of spins [5]. RF energy is released back as the dipoles go from a higher energy state to a lower energy state and RF coils detect this energy. The resulting signal observed is referred to as the free induction decay (FID) response signal. In medical imaging, the isotope that is commonly used is the hydrogen atom (protons) as it is the most abundant in the human body, where its gyromagnetic ratio $\gamma$ is $2\pi*42.58$ MHz/T.

2.3 Spin Relaxation Times

The process in which the spins realign after an RF pulse is called spin relaxation. There are two main types of relaxation, T1 relaxation, and T2 relaxation. Relaxation time is a statistical average for an ensemble of spins [5].

2.3.1 T1 Relaxation: Spin-Lattice

An excitation pulse is applied to the system to push it away from equilibrium. In equilibrium, the magnetization vector is parallel to the $z$ axis. Applying a 90° pulse, the
magnetization vector is toppled onto the x-y plane. The process in which the spins release the energy obtained from the RF pulse back to its surrounding is called spin-lattice relaxation or longitudinal relaxation. This process is described by [7]

\[ M_z(\tau) = M_z(0)(1 - e^{-\tau/T_1}) \]

where \( M_z \) is magnetization component in the z-axis, \( T_1 \) is the Spin-Lattice time constant and \( \tau \) is the time following the 90° excitation pulse (Fig. 1). The value of \( T_1 \) varies depending on the mobility of sample's lattice, the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus and on \( B_0 \). The importance of \( T_1 \) is that it sets the limit of the pulse repetition time (\( \tau_{\text{rep}} \) or TR) or it sets the limit on how fast a pulse sequence can be repeated.

![T1 Relaxation Curve](image)

**Figure 1** – T1 relaxation curve where T1 is 1s and RF pulse is applied at 0s. Note that at 1s, \( M_z \) has recovered approximate 63% of the original signal and at 5s or 5*T1, the signal is 99% recovered. Therefore \( \tau \) is usually set at least at 5*T1.
2.3.2 T2 Relaxation: Spin-Spin

T1 relaxation time describes the process in which energy is released from the spins back to its surroundings, T2 relaxation time describes the loss of phase coherence due to spin-spin interaction. After a 90° RF pulse is applied, the transverse magnetic field $M_{xy}$ will be at its maximum value. As time passes, the phase between spins vectors will gradually lose coherence due to local variations in the magnetic field and to energy transfer between spins resulting in a reduced $M_{xy}$ (Fig. 2). To take into consideration the phase coherence due to in-homogeneous magnetic field $B_0$, a relaxation time $T2^*$ can be defined as [4]

$$\frac{1}{T2^*} = \frac{1}{T2} + \frac{1}{T2'}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.6)

where $T2$ is the relaxation process for the spin-spin process and $T2'$ is the relaxation process due to the in-homogeneous magnetic field. The T2 relaxation process can then be described by [6]

$$M_{xy}(\tau) = M_{xy}(0)e^{-\tau/T2^*}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.7)

where $M_{xy}$ is the magnetization vector in the x-y plane (Fig. 3). Typical values for T2 are equal to or less than T1. An important point to note is that $T2^*$ is the decay that will be observed after a 90° pulse is applied. T2 is the relaxation time that is dependent on the sample whereas $T2'$ is dependent on the local magnetic field variance. Therefore to be able to distinguish T2 from $T2^*$, a more sophisticated RF pulse sequence can be applied by constantly refocusing the spins. The resulting signal strength will be affected only by the longer T2 signal. These common pulse sequences will be discussed in section 2.4.
Figure 2 – a) A microscopic illustration of the transverse magnetization vector for each spin after a 90° pulse. It shows that after some time $t$, spins go out of phase with each other due to energy transfer. b) A macroscopic illustration of the net transverse magnetization showing that after a 90° pulse, $M_{xy}$ decays due to phase differences between spins shown in a). Based on [9].
Figure 3 – T2 relaxation curve where T2 is 1.5s, T2' is 0.6s. RF pulse is applied at 0s. Note that T* is much shorter than T2 due to the effect of T2'. Typically, a CPMG or Spin-Echo is used to observe T2 decay. All data should be acquired before 3*T2 has elapsed to have a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio.

2.4 Hahn Spin-Echo

After a 90° pulse is applied, de-phasing of spins is caused by both spin-spin interactions and by local variations in the Larmor frequency due to the in-homogenous magnetic field. To minimize the influence of the inhomogeneous magnetic field, a Hahn Spin-Echo (180° RF pulse) can be applied to refocus the spins by reversing the phase of
their spins. This situation can be compared to any race on a closed track. The excitation pulse (90° RF pulse) initiates the race. The variation in the local magnetic field causes some racers to be faster than other racers. After some time $\tau$, the track is inverted (180° RF pulse) causing all the racers to go in reverse. At time $2\tau$, the faster racers would have caught up to the slower racers causing an echo to form. The time it takes from the initial pulse to the peak of the echo is called the echo time (TE). The amplitude of the echoes follows T2 relaxation decay, which sets the maximum time for TE. A commonly used pulse sequence that takes advantage of spin-echo is called a Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) sequence (Fig. 4). This sequence is commonly used to either obtain the T2 decay of a sample [8] or improve signal-to-ratio (SNR) of an encoding sequence [10]. The modified CPMG pulse sequence developed for this work will be discussed in section 4.2.

Figure 4 – A typical CPMG Pulse sequence where $\tau$ is the time between pulses and $\tau_{rep}$ is the time between scans. The echo shown in the RF pulse line is the signal that is measured.
2.5 Basic MRI Image Formation

As mentioned in section 2.2, the frequency the dipoles spin at under the magnetic field depends on the location of the dipoles in field. Therefore to create an image using MRI, the system needs to be able to analyze the acquired signal and extract its frequency spectrum. To show this, consider that at position \( r \) in the sample will occupy a small volume \( dV \). With some derivation, we can show that\[6\]

\[
5(t) = \int \int \int p(r)e^{iyGr} \, dr
\]

where \( S \) is the signal strenth and \( p \) is the proton spin density. We can introduce a wave vector \( k \), where

\[
k = \frac{yGt}{2\pi} = \frac{yGt}{2\pi}
\]

Substituting Eq. (2.9) in to Eq. (2.8), we can get the Fourier transform pair
\[ S(k) = \iiint p(r)e^{i2\pi k \cdot r} \, dr \quad 2.10 \]

\[ p(r) = \iiint S(k)e^{-i2\pi k \cdot r} \, dr \quad 2.11 \]

The acquired signal is obtained in the time domain \( S(k) \). To obtain the image \( p(r) \), \( k \) should be sampled through \( t \) or by varying the gradient. The \( k \)-space map generated contains all the information in the field of interest of the precessing spins regarding their location in space and its proton density based on the applied gradients. A typical 3D multi-slice image has one dimension encoded in frequency another in phase and the 3\(^{rd} \) dimension via slice selection. Common image contrast parameters are \( T_1 \), \( T_2 \), and proton spin density.

Figure 6 – Matlab generated sliced image phantom and its corresponding \( k \)-space frequency map. The center of \( k \) space shows the low spatial frequency component.
2.6 Velocity Imaging

Velocity imaging is similar to the idea discussed in the previous section where the main difference is that normal MRI imaging techniques uses the zero-th moment while velocity imaging uses the 1\textsuperscript{st} moment. To explain more clearly, we expand $r$ in Eq. (2.10) as a Taylor series. We can see that the initial position information is then encoded in the zero-th moment, velocity is encoded in the first moment, while acceleration is encoded in the second moment, and onwards to higher order \[11\]. This is shown in Eq. (2.12).

$$2\pi k \cdot r = r(0) \int G(t)dt + \dot{r} \int G(t)tdt + \frac{1}{2} \ddot{r} \int G(t)t^2 dt + \cdots \quad 2.12$$

If we assume that $\int G(t)dt$ is zero under an oscillating gradient, we can then introduce a new reciprocal velocity space variable $p$ that is sensitive to motion \[6\], where

$$p = \gamma \int_0^\tau \! tG(t)dt \quad 2.13$$

We can traverse $p$-space by varying the gradient $G$ or sampling in $t$. Performing an inverse Fourier transform in $p$-space will provide us with the velocity distribution. The modified velocity imaging technique used for this experiment will be further discussed in the mathematical model section 4.1.

2.7 Literature Review in Elastography

Elastography is a non-invasive imaging technique that can visualize tissue elasticity \textit{in-vivo}. There are currently two main image modalities used to perform elastography, Ultrasound Elastography (UE) and Magnetic Resonance Elastography (MRE). Other
elastography technique that are in development are Optical Coherent Elastography (OCE) [12] [13] and X-ray Elastography [14]. The following sub-sections will focus on techniques and application that have been adapted for clinical used with the primary focus on MRE.

2.7.1 Ultrasound Elastography

Current Ultrasound Elastography techniques were formed in the 1990’s at University of Texas Medical School. This technique can be categorized into two sub-techniques, quasi-static stress model [15] [16] and dynamic stress model [17] [18] [19]. The quasi-static method is based on taking sonograms with and without applied compression on the tissue. The resulting images are then correlated to determine the displacement at each location revealing longitudinal strain distribution.

The dynamic stress method is based on employing a low frequency shear waves on the targeted tissues. Doppler ultrasound is then used to measure the propagation velocity of shear waves. Higher propagation velocity results in a higher Young’s Modulus. These methods have been used in many applications such as imaging breast lesions [20], liver [21] [22], and heart [23].

2.7.2 Magnetic Resonance Elastography

Current Magnetic Resonance Elastography (MRE) techniques were originally developed by the Mayo Clinic in 1995 for the purpose of detecting various types of liver
disease, primarily hepatic fibrosis [24]. Current clinical application of MRE consists of studying the blood vessels [25], skeletal muscles [26] [27] [28] [29], heart [30] [31] [32] [33], liver [2] [34] [35] [36] [37], lungs [38] [39], brain [40] [41], breasts [42] [43] [44], and prostate [45]. The following sub-sections will discuss the recent development in MRE in terms of shear wave generation, and wave imaging.

2.7.2.1 Shear Wave Generation in Tissue

MRE requires the use of a single frequency shear wave vibration that is typically generated by an external oscillatory driver in the audio frequency range. The penetration depth of a shear wave is highly dependent on its frequency due to large attenuation caused by tissue viscosity [46]. A low frequency driver (50-100 Hz) is typically used for breast elastography [42] while a higher frequency driver (125-150 Hz) is typically used for near skin skeletal muscles [26] or organs that requires higher spatial resolution to detect much smaller tumors. These drivers are typically controlled by a signal generator that is triggered and synchronized to a MR pulse sequence. The four most commonly used mechanical driver systems are the acoustic speaker driver [34] [35], electromechanical driver [24] [47], piezoelectric driver [48] [49] and focused-ultrasound-based radiation force [50] [51] [52] [53] [54].

The acoustic driver uses a loudspeaker for vibration generation that is connected to a passive driver that is placed on the patient body. Mechanical vibration is then transmitted by a pneumatic tube to allow separation of the magnetic components of the loudspeaker
from the MRI magnet. This type of driver has good MR compatibility, is simple to use and is relatively cheap. However, the key issues are the phase lag in mechanical motion and synchronization. Both issues are intrinsic problems of a pneumatic system [46].

The electromechanical driver uses the $B_0$ magnetic field generated by the main magnet to induce a torque in the coils of the driver when a current is applied. This type of driver is relatively inexpensive and simple in terms of design and can generate a wide range of frequency. However, the device is not robust in terms of orientation and the ability to easily change the vibration amplitude. Also, image artifacts can occur due to the currents in the coil that can disturb the main field.

The piezoelectric driver uses a piezoelectric material that is placed near the region of interest. When a current is applied, the material bends generating a force. Although the piezoelectric vibrators are stable, MR compatible (non magnetic) and can be easily controlled for synchronization, its small displacement (in μm) is an issue that it is much less than the resolution of the MRI. Safety is also of a concern as high voltages are employed to these vibrators that are designed to touch the patient's skin directly.

The ultrasound-based radiation force driver can generate transient shear waves near the focal spot due to cyclic modulation of radiation pressure [50]. The advantages of using ultrasound are that it is MR compatible, penetration depth and focus location of the generated shear waves *in-vivo* can be easily control, it does not suffer from shear wave tissue attenuation as the radiation force is created internally. The main limitations of this
technology in terms of safety and effectiveness are tissue heating, cavitation and that an acoustic path is needed to reach the target organ [53].

2.7.2.2 Wave Imaging – MRE Pulse Sequences

Current MRE imaging technique is typically a phase-contrast imaging technique that can quantitatively measure propagating acoustic shear waves that are subjected to harmonic force oscillations [24]. A typical MRE setup uses a trigger pulse that synchronizes a motion-encoding gradient (MEG) along specific direction and an oscillatory unit that drives an actuator [55] [56] [25]. The resulting phase shift in the presence of the motion-encoding gradient is given by [57]

\[ \varphi(r, \alpha) = \gamma N T (G_o \varepsilon_o) \cos(k \cdot r + \alpha) \] 2.14

where \( \gamma \) is the gyromagnetic ratio for protons, \( N \) is the number of cycles of the oscillating field gradient, \( T \) is the period of mechanical excitation and oscillating gradient, \( G_o \) is the vector of the gradient amplitude, \( \varepsilon_o \) is the vector of the mechanical displacement amplitude, \( k \) is the wave vector, \( r \) is the position vector and \( \alpha \) is the phase difference between mechanical excitation and the MEG. The motion-encoding capability of the technique proposed by [57] can detect motion in the order of 100’s of nanometers.

The only major difference between MRE and conventional MRI imaging techniques is the introduction of an external vibration source and the introduction of a motion-encoding gradient. However, MEG can be implemented by using MR imaging sequence such as fast spin echo (FSE-MRE) [58], balanced steady-state free precision [59], mutli-
echo phase contrast gradient-echo sequence (ME-PC-GE) [60] and compliance-weighted imaging (CWI). Each sequence has its own advantages and disadvantages. The FSE-MRE is an adaptation of the fast spin-echo where a series of $180^\circ$ rephrasing pulse is applied and where the phase encoding gradient changes at each echo. The key change for application in MRE is that the motion encoding is performed between the first two $180^\circ$ RF pulses. The main advantage of this sequence is that it can potentially improve the speed of acquisition of data over typical spin-echo and gradient-echo sequences. The balanced steady-state free precision has the advantage of generating high sensitivity for steady-state phase and amplitude images because of its use of the read gradient as the MEG which can also lead to improve scan-time efficiency. However, quantitative information about mechanical displacement cannot be solely extracted from the steady-state phase and amplitude thus requiring other parameters such as off-resonance distribution and relaxation times. The ME-PC-GE sequence generates a user-defined number of echoes per RF excitation. Blip gradient in the phase encoding are then used to fill k-space with repeated TR. The sequence can drastically improve scan time but would also lower the image quality. Compliance-weighted imaging (CWI) is method that utilizes very low frequency vibration that can be used to measure relative stiffness of subcortical gray matter.

The MEG frequency does not always have to match the frequency of motion. It has been shown that by using a multiple of the motion frequency, acquisition times can be drastically reduced due to the decrease in echo time (fractional encoding) [61]. This is most effective when measuring tissues with very short T2. A disadvantage is that it will
have lower motion sensitivity. An improvement to fractional encoding is to use displacement encoding with stimulated echoes (DENSE) [30]. It is more sensitive to displacement than fractional encoding of harmonic motions, and its spectral specificity is equivalent to standard MRE sequences. Another group have also attempted to induce multiple frequency shear waves into the body and used a broadband motion sensitizing gradient [35]. The advantage of this is that it can provide higher-order models for visualizing tissues which can provide more information during diagnosis.

2.7.3 Elastography Comparison and Improvements

Both elastography modalities have their own advantages and disadvantages. The advantages of MRE is that it can analyze a whole volume and provide a three dimensional reconstruction tissue elasticity whereas UE technology currently can provide a higher accuracy for measured elasticity locally for a much smaller sample size [37] [62]. The main drawback to MRE compared to UE is the cost of the equipment in performing these measurements [63]. A potential way to reduce the cost of current MRE systems is the use of portable magnets (section 2.8).

2.8 Single-Sided Magnets Literature

Single-sided magnets make use of an open configuration of magnets to produce a MR compatible static field in an external volume. Compared to conventional MR systems, single-sided magnets are typically used for bulk MR measurements to estimate
parameters such as $T_2$, $T_1$, and self diffusion in arbitrary sized samples. The challenge in creating these magnets is the generation of a large volume with a uniform gradient. In the past, low cost portable magnets have been developed such as a 1D palm-size probe [64] and an open top single sided NMR [65]. These systems have been shown to be able to remotely measure velocity [66], produce a two [67] and three dimensional image of phantoms [68], and measure self-diffusion [10]. A more recent unilateral NMR magnet design has a larger measurement volume and a more homogeneous magnetic field [69] [70]. Systems based on this new design have been used for near-surface MRI profiling [71] and determination of fat content in packaged dairy products [72].
3 MRE Hardware

This chapter will present the equipment used for this thesis. In addition, the chapter will discuss in detail the specifications of the equipment. A block diagram of the overall system used in this work is shown in Figure 7. The MRE System is composed of the single-sided magnet and a propagating medium. Details on the evolution of this setup is discussed throughout chapter 5 of this thesis. The position system is used to precisely control the vibration source, the Bruker system is used to generate pulse sequences and to acquire MRI signal and the computer is used to process and display the data.

![Block diagram of the experimental setup used in this thesis.](image)

Figure 7 – A block diagram of the experimental setup used in this thesis.
3.1 MRI Pulse Synthesizer Hardware Specifications

The MRI system is operated by the Bruker Optics NMR spectrometer which consists of a pulse synthesizer and an amplifier [73]. The data is captured and recorded from the RF coil using Bruker's ExpSpel software running on a Windows XP operating system. The Bruker Optics NMR system used can be seen in Figure 8. The following sub-section will present the scanning parameters that can be set using the Bruker system.

![Figure 8 - Bruker Minispec System. The preamplifier is the small box on the left and the RF pulse generator is shown on the right.](image)

3.1.1 Bruker Optics NMR Scanning Parameters

For this research, all measurements were conducted using variations of CPMG pulse sequences. There are five parameters that were modified in creating the pulse sequence: Number of Scans ($N_{\text{scans}}$), Acquisition time ($acq$), Points per Echo (PPE), and
Number of Echoes ($N_{\text{echoes}}$). $N_{\text{scans}}$ is used to increase the signal-to-ratio by $\sqrt{N_{\text{scans}}}$ [74]. ACQ is the length of time over which the echo is sampled. PPE determines the number of points that are sampled in one echo. $N_{\text{echoes}}$ defines how many 180° pulse trains are generated in one pulse sequence. Having a higher number of echoes improves the sensitivity of the experiments [10]. The number of data points and number of echoes are limited by the internal memory of the Bruker system to approximately 64000 points per scan.

3.2 Single-Sided Magnet

The magnet used for this experiment is described in [70]. The magnet was created using three block array magnets magnetized along the same direction. The magnet measures 10 cm by 11.5 cm by 6 cm and weighs approximately 5 kg. A surface coil tuned to a frequency of 4.545 MHz is then mounted ~5mm above the center of the magnet array. The design is optimized so that there is relatively homogeneous area of the magnetic field $B_0$ of 0.1T, 1.05 cm above the face of the magnet. Above this ‘sweet spot’, it was measured that the there is a slight upward trend in field strength before decaying at a relatively uniform gradient of approximately 1.09 T/m along the $B_1$ direction. The magnet has a resolution of one pixel of approximately 0.5cm$^3$. A schematic diagram of the magnet is shown in Figure 9 and the magnet is shown in Figure 10. One of the main difference between the single-sided magnet used for this experiment and conventional MRI magnets is that the gradient is a constant and inherent feature of the static field, and is thus indicated as always on. In contrast, the magnetic field of a
conventional MR system contains a gradient that can be switched on and off, and can be adjusted both in magnitude and direction.

Figure 9 – A Schematic Diagram of the single-sided magnet used for this work. The shaded region is the “sweet spot” of the magnet where there is a relatively constant magnetic field gradient $B_1$. Reproduced from [72].
3.3 Positioning System

The positioning system used to control the massager in our experiment is the Velmex BiSlide system (Fig. 11) [75]. It is composed of a BiSlide MN10-0300-E01-31 (y-direction), 2x Bislide MN10-0300-E01-21 (x-direction), a BiSlide MN10-0300-E01-20 (z-direction), a Framing Table and a VXM-3 Control. For this research, the system is controlled by the Bruker's expel software. It is also possible to manually adjust the system using the VXM motor controller.
3.4 External Vibration Source

For this work, we used three different devices to act as an external vibration source for the system. The first massager (Conair Model HM24C) was bought from a local drugstore (Fig. 12). It only has one vibration speed which is controlled by the on/off switch. It has a rotating motor that produces the vibration and these vibrations are transmitted through two different ends of the massager. Using a piezoelectric sensor from Piezo Systems INC. (KGS-006 Piezo Generator/Sensor Kit), a material that generates voltage proportional to its applied stress, we measured the vibration frequency
of both ends and found that one end vibrates at approximately 59 Hz and the other at approximately 55 Hz. The resulting waveform observed by the oscilloscope for the 59 Hz vibration side is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 12 – Conair Massager with the labels L (large frequency) and S (small frequency) to identify the two different frequencies it can generate.

Figure 13 – Output show on a Tektronix Digital Oscilloscope from piezoelectric sensor when the “L” side of the Conair Massager is applied. We can see that the vibration frequency is approximately 59 Hz.
The second massager used in this thesis is a Dr. Scholl’s Hand-held Massager (Model DR7565) shown in Figure 14. Unlike the first massager, this massager has many different type of vibration it can generate on the head of the massager. For our work, we decided to use the top surface head of the massager as it provides the most convenience in controlling the force that will be applied on the sample using the Velmex position system. It has two different speeds, a low-speed and high-speed vibration mode. The vibration frequency for each speed was tested with a piezoelectric sensor similar to obtaining the vibration frequency of the first massager. At low speed the vibration frequency is approximately 50 Hz and at high speed the vibration frequency is at approximately 60 Hz.

Figure 14 – The image above is the Dr. Scholl’s Hand-held Massager (Model DR7565). For the work done in this thesis, we used the top surface of the massager as the vibrating source.
Note that for both massagers, constant usage will lead to a change in vibrating frequency and amplitude due to heating of the motor over a long period of time. After approximately 100 hours of usage, the massager’s vibration frequency has decreased by approximately 10%.

Lastly, a piezoelectric material was attempted to be used as a vibrating source for the MRE measurements as it is non-magnetic and has minimal affect on the MRI signal. The vibration frequency is easily controlled by a signal generator. However, the displacement it generates is a major problem as discussed in section 2.7.2.1.
4 Velocity Measurements and Pulse Sequences

The main idea developed in this work is that a sample oscillating through a magnetic field will experience varying frequency given by the Larmor frequency equation (Eq. 2.4). In turn, this will cause phase dispersion between spins which then leads to echo signal attenuation. To explain more clearly, the following section will provide step by step information in processing the raw signals into data that can give us material elasticity and the sequences to obtain the raw signal. Also, this section will discuss the pulse sequences used in this thesis and the modifications that were proposed to improve signal quality.

4.1 Velocity Measurements

During an MRI scan, the RF coil will detect a bulk measurement of spins where the volume is determined by the resolution of the magnet. Under no motion, the spins in that volume will precess at a given Larmor frequency (Eq. 2.4). Applying a CPMG pulse sequence on this sample will generally give us constant $T_2$ decay information regardless of the $\tau$ as discussed in section 2.3.2. However when motion is applied, the spins in that sensitive volume will now precess at a frequency that is dependent on the gradient $B_0$ and its current position while oscillating. If we look at it from the point of view of a single proton, the proton will experience an oscillating gradient which in turn will constantly vary its frequency. The bulk measurements for these spins under motion will now experience a loss of phase coherence as the spins in the sensitive volume will now
precess at various frequencies. This in turn causes signal attenuation in the echoes that are formed by the CPMG pulse sequence.

The signal attenuation caused by motion is minimal at very low $\tau$ (~0.2ms) for 60 Hz oscillation frequency. This is true because $\tau$ at 0.2 ms is very short compared to the period of mechanical oscillation of ~17 ms at 60 Hz, therefore there is minimal time for the phase dispersion to occur before refocusing. As $\tau$ increases, there is more time for the phase difference to accumulate before refocusing, which will cause an increase in signal attenuation. If the applied mechanical oscillation increases to 120 Hz, the refocusing time will need to be much smaller ~0.1 ms to observe minimal signal attenuation.

To measure this signal attenuation quantitatively, velocity measurements were used. Recall from section 2.6, we discussed that motion can be obtained using "$p$-space" sampling where $p = \gamma \int_0^\tau tG(t)dt$. However, this is only valid if the integrals of the other moments from Eq. 2.12 are zero. A way to achieve this is to have an oscillating gradient field or by applying a CPMG echo train to effectively create an alternating gradient in which the integral of $G(t)dt$ will be equal to zero. The MR system we employed has a fixed gradient, so an alternating gradient method is not possible. Therefore, we chose to apply a CPMG echo train to obtain MRI signal sensitive to velocity. It was discussed that $p$-space can be transverse by varying the gradient or by time. The gradient on the single-sided magnet is constant; therefore we can then evaluate the integral in Eq. 2.13.
\[ p = \gamma \int_0^\tau tG(t)\,dt = \frac{1}{2} \gamma G\tau^2 \]  

This equation is used throughout this thesis in sampling the MRI signal.

4.2 Pulse Sequence

There are two pulse sequences that are used in this thesis, CPMG and Static Gradient Spin Echo (SGSE) CPMG pulse sequences. CPMG was initially used in the preliminary experiments where \( \tau \) can vary from 0.2 ms to 4 ms. The main drawback of using CPMG is the repetition time \( TR \) increases drastically as \( \tau \) increases. As an example, if an experiment was conducted using 400 scans (\( N_{\text{scans}} \)), 600 echoes (\( N_{\text{echoes}} \)), \( \tau = 2\text{ms} \) the time it takes for the scan to complete would be \( N_{\text{scans}} \times N_{\text{echoes}} \times 2 \times \tau \) which is 960s which is 16 min for one data point. Furthermore, most of the signal occurs within the first 200 ms of a scan. If we have 600 echoes with at \( \tau = 2\text{ms} \), it would only provide us with 50 echoes during that time span while the remaining 550 echoes would primarily detect noise. The SGSE-CPMG pulse sequence on the other hand saves us a lot of time by setting the echoes at a constant \( \tau_{\text{train}} = 0.2\text{ms} \). The sequence is essentially the same as Fig. 4 except that only the first 180° pulse varies in \( \tau \) (SGSE) while the CPMG Echo Train is always at a constant \( \tau_{\text{train}} \) (Fig. 15). Using the above example, the time it takes for a scan to complete would now be \( N_{\text{scans}} \times N_{\text{echoes}} \times 2 \times \tau_{\text{train}} + \tau \) which is a lot faster than CPMG. Furthermore, there will be at least 480 echoes in the first 200 ms of a scan in comparison to 50 echoes. The minimum time before the next scan can occur was determined experimentally (section 5.2.1). It was found that at \( TR \) at 1s is optimal to ensure that \( M_z \) has fully recovered before the next scan can occur (derived in section 5.2.1). In essence, the SGSE portion of the pulse sequence is used to encode motion and
the CPMG Echo Train is used to improve the signal-to-noise ratio while also providing an effective oscillating magnetic field that is needed for eq 4.1 to be valid (Fig. 16). To effectively perform an inverse Fourier transform, $p$ needs to be sampled uniformly. This is done by initially specifying a range of $p$, and then setting $\tau = \sqrt{p}$.

**Figure 15 – SGSE-CPMG pulse sequence.** The SGSE is the part of the pulse sequence that is sensitive to motion. The CPMG Echo Train is there to improve signal-to-noise ratio and to effectively induce an alternating gradient field on the sample. For our work, $\theta$ is 90°. The echo shown in the RF pulse line is the signal that is measured.
Figure 16 – A CPMG echo train with a static gradient effectively produce an oscillating gradient due to the 180° pulse flipping the direction of the spins. Flipping the rotation of the spins with a 180° pulse is the same as applying a negative gradient on the spins.

4.3 Data Processing Matlab Velocity Measurements

After a scan has been made and recorded, the data is stored in a text file. A typical scan using the Bruker system is shown in Fig. 17 and 18.
Figure 17 – Raw signal of two echoes obtained using the Bruker system on a 0.225mg/L gelatin sample where red is the real data and blue is the imaginary data.

Figure 18 – A Typical MRI (SGSE-CPMG) scan of a 0.25g/mL ethylene glycol gelatin sample obtained using the Bruker system. The scanning parameters were: 400 Scans, 80 Points per Echo, 0.1 ms Acquisition time, τ = 0.2ms, τ_train = 0.2ms and 601 Echoes. Red is the real data and yellow is the imaginary data.
All the velocity measurements performed in this thesis were processed in Matlab as follows:

1. Load the data into Matlab. The data is arranged in columns with the following headers: Time, Real, Imaginary.

2. Create another column that contains the magnitude at each given time where

\[ magnitude = \sqrt{\text{real}^2 + \text{imaginary}^2} \]

3. For each \( \tau \), perform ensemble averaging for all the echoes for the given headers: real, imaginary. An example of ensemble averaging is shown in Fig. 19.

4. Find the index that contains the maximum value in the magnitude. Using that index, obtain the real and imaginary values that correspond to the maximum magnitude data.

5. Repeat Step 4 until all data are processed and all the data are stored in a new array.

6. Plot signal magnitude vs \( \frac{1}{2} \gamma G t^2 \) as \( t \) varies with \( \tau \). This will provide us the "p-space" plot for the given sample.

7. Using the real and imaginary values of the p-space plot, perform an inverse Fourier transform to obtain the velocity probability distribution.

8. Normalize the velocity probability distribution curve so that the integral under the curve is 1.

For all the SGSE-CPMG used in this thesis, \( \tau_{\text{train}} \) is always set to 0.2ms because that is the fastest echo repetition time. To quantify the spread of the velocity probability distribution curve, we used root mean square (RMS) velocity where
\[ V_{rms} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{n} (V_n \cdot V_{prob_n})^2}{N}} \]

where \( N \) is the number of points, \( V_{prob_n} \) is the velocity probability and \( V_n \) is the velocity at point \( n \) of the distribution.

Figure 19– To the top shows raw MRI signal with 10 echoes. Summing all the echoes in the same time sequence will result in an echo shown in the bottom image. To complete ensemble averaging, the figure on the bottom would need to have its signal intensity divided by the number of echoes (10). The x-axis of the bottom figure represents the number of data points in each echo that were sampled by the Bruker, the Minispec. In this case, each echo contains 80 points.
4.4 Pulse Sequence Optimization

To improve signal-to-noise ratio, phase cycling and a pulse spacing correction is applied to the pulse sequence generated by the Bruker system. The phase cycling is a modified scanning sequence where the phase of the RF pulse is incremented by a certain angle for each scan. The simplest form of this sequence is a two-phase cycle using a (0°, 0°)-(180°, 180°). The purpose of phase cycling is to perform successive phase alternation that leads to successive addition and subtraction of the signal from the MRI. The sum of the data will lead to coherent superposition of the echoes while background noise will be nullified [6]. Typical noises it can eliminate are imbalances in the spectrometer hardware, coherent noise, and artifacts from acoustic ringing. For our experiment, an 8-step phase cycling was implemented which was the default phase cycling sequence for the Bruker Software.

A pulse spacing correction of \(-2t_{90}/\pi\) was applied between the initial 90° and the first 180° to optimize the timing of the CPMG pulse sequence for maximum signal bandwidth. It has been shown this optimization improves the signal-to-ratio by up to 1.2dB [76]. This is experimentally shown in Fig. 20.
Figure 20 – Obtained peaks of echo train for a 0.3 g/mL Gelatin Sample with and without the pulse spacing correction. It is observed that with the timing correction, the signal echoes have a higher signal intensity than with no correction. The scanning parameters were: 240 Scans/point, 80 Points per Echo, 0.1 Acquisition time, and 100 Echoes.
5 Simulation Environments and Experiments

This chapter will describe experimental procedures and testing that was conducted for this thesis work.

5.1 Phantom Development

To evaluate the techniques developed in the previous chapters, it was essential to create several samples that mimic human tissue and that vary in elasticity. One way to create tissue mimicking samples is to use gelatin or agar [77]. Gelatin was chosen as the material to make the phantoms for this research in evaluating our system because it’s stress and strain curve has less elastic hysteresis than agar [3]. This means that there is less energy dissipation to the environment as heat which will keep temperature more constant; in addition, the velocity during loading and unloading would remain similar, and that its stress and strain curve can be approximated by Hooke’s law verifying our assumptions for velocity imaging. Ethylene glycol was chosen to be the solvent because it is more resistant to bacteria and has a much higher boiling point than water which can prolong the life of the sample [78]. The following section gives a detailed description of the procedure developed in creating a phantom from gelatin.

There are many different ways to create a gelatin sample in the literature. However, there is no standard for creating such a phantom. The key feature in creating these samples was to ensure that the five phantoms had different levels of elasticity and
were similar in size. It has been verified in the literature that elasticity of the phantoms can be controlled by varying the gelatin concentration [3]. The equipment used for the creation of these phantoms were a hotplate magnetic stirrer, a magnetic stir rod, a fume hood, a beaker, a thermometer, a scientific balance with a precision of 0.0001g, aluminum muffin cup, gelatin powder (Gelatin Type A with a Bloom ~225), and ~99% pure ethylene glycol from Sigma-Aldrich. The procedure below was followed to create the 5 gelatin samples:

1. Place beaker on the hotplate magnetic stirrer placed inside the fume hood.
2. Measure 40 ml of ethylene glycol and pour it in the beaker.
3. Place the stir rod into the beaker and turn the stirrer on at medium stir rate.
4. Turn on the fume hood. Heat the ethylene glycol to 120°C using the thermocouple to keep track of the temperature.
5. Using the scientific balance, measure the following amounts of gelatin 9, 12, 15, 18, 21 grams.
6. Once the ethylene glycol reaches 120°C, slowly mix 1/10th of the gelatin in to the liquid while gradually increasing the stir rate to high.
7. Repeat step 6 until the entire gelatin has been thoroughly dissolved in the ethylene glycol.
8. Once the solution is properly mixed turn off the hotplate and the stirrer.
9. The solution should be transparent with no residue floating inside. While still inside the fume hood slowly pour the mixture on to an aluminum muffin cup.
10. Let the gelatin mixture cool in the fume hood for about 30 min before moving it
to a refrigerator to prevent inhaling fumes.

11. Repeat steps 2-10 until all desired gelatin concentrations have been made.

The resulting gelatin samples are shaped as a cone frustum with the base having a diameter of 6.3cm, the top having a diameter of 5.08cm and a height of 1.27cm (Fig. 21).

Figure 21 – Three of the five ethylene glycol gelatin samples created for this experiment.

To verify the stiffness of the samples we created, we performed an experiment in determining the samples Young’s Modulus. From section 2.1, we can see that

\[ F = \frac{E A_0}{L_0} \Delta L = k \Delta L \]  

by rearranging Eq. 2.1. If we apply a known displacement and measure the force it takes to apply that displacement, we can plot a chart where the slope is proportional to \( E \). To perform these measurements, the following equipment was used: a scale with a 0.1g resolution, a thin cylindrical rod (0.25 inch diameter) and a Velmex position system (see Figs. 22, 23 and 24). The procedure for this experiment was as follows:
1. Attach the cylindrical rod with a known area of $A_0$ on the position system.

2. The sample to be measured is placed on a scale directly under the attached cylindrical rod.

3. Lower the cylindrical rod just so the entire surface area $A_0$ of the cylindrical rod is touching the surface of the sample.

4. Tare the scale so that the reading is 0g.

5. Using the positing system, compress the sample by the following distances: 0.025, 0.254, 0.318, 0.419, 0.559, 0.667, 0.8, 0.902, 1.11, and 1.181mm.

6. While compressing through each distance, record the weight displayed as soon as the reading is stable. Immediately, start compressing the sample to the next distance.

7. Repeat step 5 and 6 until all data has been gathered.

The data was then analyzed to obtain different $k$. To obtain Young's modulus from $k$, we assume that the cross-sectional area of the force applied on the sample is very small compared to the sample. This way we can say that $A_0$ is just the cross-sectional area of the cylindrical rod and $L_0$ is the height of the sample. The equation (5.1) is valid for this experiment because the displacement applied on to the sample is so small that there is negligible "craters" that occur on the surface of the sample under compression. The following results are shown in Figs. 25 and 26.
Figure 22 – A Block Diagram for the setup in measuring Young’s modulus

Figure 23 – VXM step motor and display. The display shows the displacement on any axis in mm or in inches.
Figure 24 – Gram scale with an ethylene glycol sample. A small cylindrical rod is mounted underneath the arm and is slightly pressing on the sample. The scale is set to zero at this position.

Figure 25 – Displacement vs Force graph for the created gelatin samples.
Youngs Modulus vs Gelatin Concentration

Figure 26 – Young’s Modulus vs Gelatin Concentration plot with an error bar of +/- 1 standard deviation (eq 5.3). It shows that with increasing gelatin concentration, the Young’s Modulus also increases. The calculated Young’s modulus for the created samples are 276, 365, 434, 457, 559 kPa.

These gelatins are viscoelastic material which experiences hysteresis. However, as mentioned before, the hysteresis in these materials is small and was ignored for simplicity in calculating the Young’s modulus. The results obtained in this experiment are in general agreement with the experiments conducted by Hall et al. on the Young’s modulus of water based gelatin samples [3].
5.2 Experimental Setup

The following section will discuss in detail the experiments and work that were conducted for this thesis. The first experiment conducted was to find the optimal repetition time for the experiments given our samples. The second experiment deals with minimizing the distance between the external vibration source and the magnet. The third experiment deals with preliminary motion measurements using the CPMG pulse sequence. The final experiment deals with elasticity estimation.

5.2.1 Optimizing Repetition Time

The first experiment performed is to find a favorable repetition time between successive scans. The ideal repetition time between successive scans to be as small as possible while also ensuring that SNR remains high. If a subsequent scan is performed before $5*T_1$, signal intensity will be much less and will greatly lower the signal-to-noise ratio. To achieve the highest SNR at the minimal amount of time, we performed the experiment on the softest material since typically the material with the highest $T_1$ will be from the material with highest mobility, or a more elastic sample. The result of the experiment is shown in Fig. 27. It is observed at TR less than 800 ms, significant loss of signal intensity is observed. At TR between 800-1000 ms, a small improvement in signal intensity can be observed. After 1000 ms, no statistically significant improvement signal intensity is observed. From this data, we chose TR to be 1000 ms for all subsequent scans.
Figure 27 – Average Signal Intensity at each TR. We can observe that at approximately 1000ms, the signal intensity does not significantly improve anymore. The scanning parameters were: 400 Scans/point, 80 Points per Echo, 0.3 Acquisition time, and 101 Echoes.

5.2.2 Massager Placement

The next experiment we did was to determine the distance at which the massagers will have no effect on the acquired MRI signal. The massager cannot be placed near the magnet as the massager contains a motor which will create a magnetic field which could potentially introduce noise into the measurements. The massager would then instead
need to be on a propagating medium to transfer mechanical waves to the sample. However, the propagating medium needs to be as short as possible as attenuation of the mechanical waves are proportional to the length of the propagating medium. To find the minimum distance where the massager can be placed, we performed the following procedure:

1. Attach the massager on the position system.
2. Place a sample on top of the RF coil.
3. Perform an MRI scan with moving the massager away from the magnet at increments of 0.635 cm along the z-axis at \( \tau = 0.2 \text{ ms} \).
4. The obtained MRI signal is then processed and plotted using average signal amplitude vs distance from the surface of the magnet.

This procedure was performed on both massagers. The results are shown in Fig. 28 and 29 for both the Conair massager and the Dr. Scholl’s massager respectively.
Figure 28 – Signal Intensity vs Massager Distance from the Surface of the Magnet.

The massager used for this data is the Conair Massager. We can see that when the massager is close to the magnet, the signal intensity is much lower than when the massager is placed farther away from the magnet. The scanning parameters were:

1000 Scans/point, 80 Points per Echo, 0.3 Acquisition time, and 200 Echoes.
Figure 29 – Signal Intensity vs Massager Distance from the Surface of the Magnet.

The massager used for this data is the Dr. Scholl’s Massager. The scanning parameters were: 128 Scans/point, 80 Points per Echo, 0.1 Acquisition time, and 300 Echoes.

Inspecting both graphs, significant improvement in SNR is observed for the first 12.7 cm and significantly less improvement after 12.7 cm. Therefore, we decided that the height of the propagating medium be 12.7 cm. The material chosen for the propagating medium is wood. Wood does not affect the magnetic field and has a T2 much smaller than the material sample used in this experiment.
5.2.3 Preliminary Motion Experiments - Conair Massager

To validate the theory discussed in chapter 4, preliminary experiments were conducted to see if motion can be detected. For this setup, the vibration source used is the Conair massager with the wood block stack at 12.7 cm high. The block diagram for this setup is shown in Fig. 30 and the experiment setup is shown in Fig. 31. The following subsections will use this setup.

Figure 30 – Slice View block diagram of the first experimental setup for preliminary experiments.
5.2.3.1 Preliminary MRI Measurements and Results

The first of these experiments was to determine if motion causes signal attenuation in the echoes and not other external sources. CPMG pulse sequence was used with a silicon rubber sample. This silicon rubber is much stiffer compared to the created samples. As mentioned in section 5.1, applying a CPMG pulse sequence at any $\tau$ should have no effect on the received signal intensity. This means that the T2 decay of the sample should be the same at any $\tau$ under no motion. Scanning parameters are: 1000 Scans, 0.3 ms $acq$, 80 data per echo and 600 echoes at $\tau = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 1, 1.5$ ms. The results are shown in Figs. 32, 33, 34, 35 and 36. To calculate the T2 constant from the acquired signal, we can modify Eq. 2.7 in terms of $\tau$

$$ln(M_{xy}) = -\frac{1}{T_2} \tau + ln(M_0)$$

5.2

It is shown that the ln of acquired signal is inversely proportional to T2.
Figure 32 – Measured signal intensity of silicon rubber under no motion at various τ. T2 is measured from 0 until 200 ms or until the signal-to-noise ratio is too low.
Figure 33 – Measured signal Intensity for silicon rubber under motion at various $\tau = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5$. $T_2$ is measured from 0 until 200ms or until the signal-to-noise ratio is too low.
Figure 34 – Measured signal intensity for silicon rubber under motion at various $\tau$.

$T2$ is measured from 0 until 200ms or until the signal-to-noise ratio is too low.
Figure 35 – T2 vs $\tau$ plot sample under no motion. It shows that T2 does not change statistically as $\tau$ increases.

Figure 36 – T2 vs $\tau$ plot sample under motion. It shows that T2 starts to decrease at $\tau$ greater than 0.4 ms. At $\tau > 1$ms, the remaining signal is mostly noise.
5.2.3.2 Preliminary Measurements - Discussion

The results obtained when the sample is under no oscillatory force shows that T2 constant remains statistically the same. Under motion, T2 constant decreases with increasing $\tau$. The standard deviation of error for the best fit line was calculated using t-statistics\[79\]

\[
\text{\textit{std}} = \sqrt{\frac{\frac{1}{n-2}\sum_{i=1}^{n}(y_i - F(x_i))^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(x_i - \bar{x})^2}}
\]

where $n$ is the number of data points, $x_i$ and $y_i$ are $i^{th}$ data point of the original data set, $\bar{x}$ is the mean of $x$ and $F(x_i)$ is the best fit line. This is the desired results as it agrees with our assumptions from before that at low $\tau$ (less than 0.5 ms), minimal phase dispersions occur due to very fast refocusing, while at high $\tau$ high signal attenuation occurs due to phase dispersion. A key observation is that the first five echoes of the MRI signal contains an abnormally high intensity for all scans. This can be due to hardware error such as the RF coil ringing or pulse sequence timing error between the first 90° and 180° pulses. The experiment time to obtain one plot took approximately 20 min. To speed up the scan time for future experiments conducted in this work, the number of scans was lowered to 400. It is observed that this number of scan can still provide a high enough SNR at high $\tau$ when the sample is under vibration. To further speed up the repetition time between scans, the SGSE-CPMG pulse sequence is used.
5.2.3.3 Preliminary Measurements – Acquisition Time Optimization

In an ideal MRI signal acquisition, only one data point per echo is needed if we know for certain that the obtained data point will land at the peak of the echo. To give us an error margin to locate the peak of this echo, 80 data points per echo was chosen. The sampling window of the \( acq \), determines the length of time to sample the echo. In the initial MRI signal measurements, \( acq \) was defaulted to 0.3 ms where it shows that many of the data points landing outside the main echo. A simple experiment was then conducted with varying \( acq \) from 0.1 to 0.3 ms with increments of 0.1 ms to find a better value. The results are shown in Fig. 37. The results show that at \( acq = 0.1 \) ms, almost all the 80 data points land on the peak of the echo. Furthermore, at lower \( acq \), less noise are obtained in the first echo.
Figure 37 – Plot of 10 echoes with varying acq at 480 scans on a 0.225g/mL ethylene glycol sample.

5.2.3.4 P-space Measurements and Results

In the previous experiment, it was verified that the measured signal decays with increasing $\tau$ under motion. The next step is to obtain $P$-space measurements from the measured signal to verify that in motion can be observed in $P$-space. To obtain points in $P$-space, the echoes of the measured signal are ensemble averaged to produce a single data point in $P$-space. The scanning parameters for the pulse sequence are as follows: $p$ is sampled in $\tau^2$ from 0.04 to 3.96 with an increment of 0.04, 400 scans, 0.1 ms $acq$, 601
echoes and at 80 data points per echo. The results for the silicon rubber are shown in Figs. 38 and 39 and for a real stiff ethylene glycol gel are shown in Figs. 40 and 41.

Figure 38 – Resulting P-space plot on silicon rubber with no applied motion. The velocity distribution curve resembles a delta function centered at 0 velocity.
Figure 39 – Resulting P-space plot for Silicon Rubber with Applied Motion. The velocity distribution curve has a shaped distribution implying motion is measured.
Figure 40 – Resulting P-space plot for Ethylene Glycol with no Applied Motion.

The velocity distribution curve resembles a delta function centered at 0 velocity.
Figure 41 – Resulting P-space plot for Silicon Rubber with Applied Motion. The velocity distribution curve has a bell shape distribution implying that motion is measured.

It is observed that signal intensity decreases in \( p \) if motion is applied on the sample. Under no motion, it can be seen that the velocity probability distribution curve resembles a delta function with a mean at 0 m/s. These results agree with the theory discuss in section 4.1.
5.2.4 Motion Experiments with Modified Setup – Dr. Scholl’s Massager

The previous experimental setup needed improvements because it was observed that the created ethylene glycol samples are much bigger than the RF coil. This causes the sample to fold around the surface coil under pressure resulting in the samples being damaged. The propagating medium (wooden block) was also not very stable as it was only supported by the sample. To improve the experimental setup, a wooden platform was created to be mounted on the magnet array to provide a level surface for the sample and a sturdier wooden block was created to act as a propagating medium. The platform and its dimensions are shown in Figure 42.

Figure 42 – Wooden Platform that is mounted on top of the magnet array.

The wooden block was created by gluing two blocks on top of each other. The top block has a dimension of 2.1x2.25x1.9 inch and the bottom block has a dimension of 2.25x3.8x3.8 inch. Plywood was then attached on the base to lift the block by 1.23 cm
allowing a 0.4 mm compression on the sample. The total height of the block is 4 inches. A slice view of the resulting setup is shown in Figure 43.

![Figure 43 - Slice view of the revised setup.](image)

The Conair massager also was not working very well as it was hard to securely mount the massager on to the position system. To revise this, we used the Dr. Scholl’s massager as it could be easily secured on to the positioning system using clamps. The Dr. Scholl’s massager also provided stronger vibrations compared to the Conair massager. The modified experimental setup with the Dr. Scholl’s massager is shown in Fig. 44. This setup was used for the remaining experiments done for this work.
5.2.4.1 P-space Measurements Discussion

Previous results in Figs. 38-41 show that under no motion, there is no significant signal attenuation whereas under motion, there is significant signal attenuation as $\tau$ increases. The signal attenuation is observed to be decaying linearly in terms of $p$. One noticeable fact from the plots is the unusually high signal intensity when $\tau = 0.2$ ms which is equal to $\tau_{\text{train}}$. An experiment was conducted where $\tau$ begins to sample at a time less than $\tau_{\text{train}}$ using the SGSE-CPMG pulse. The resulting $p$-space plot is shown in Fig. 45.
Figure 45 – $\tau^2$ from 0.02 to 2.02 with an increment of 0.04, 400 scans, 0.1 ms acquisition time, 301 echoes and at 80 data points per echo.

This outcome makes sense because if the velocity encoding period starts at a time less than or equal to $\tau_{\text{train}}$, it is essentially not detecting any motion as previous results show that at $\tau = \tau_{\text{train}}$, rephrasing occurs fast enough that negligible attenuation is observed. This plot also shows that velocity encoding starts at $\tau$ greater than 0.4s. This agrees with the data obtained with the silicon rubber using the previous setup in Fig. 37. It is also observed that using the Dr. Scholl’s massager, the MRI signal reaches the noise floor at approximately $p = 20$ on a stiff sample. Therefore, it is then safe to assume that the MRI signal of samples that are less stiff would attenuate even faster.
5.2.4.2 Ethylene Glycol Gelatin Elasticity Measurements and Results

The main objective of this thesis was to develop a method to determine the elasticity of samples using a single-sided magnet. A key component of the experiment was to ensure that the force applied by the massager on to the sample was the same for each sample for Eq. 3 to be valid in estimating Young's modulus. To minimize the difference in the force applied to each sample, a set displacement of approximately 0.4 mm was applied. Even though the force applied on the samples will vary between 0.2-0.6 N (Fig. 25), the RMS velocity calculated should still be able to determine which samples are stiffer.

The following experiment was performed on the five created ethylene glycol. P-space measurement was performed to measure motion. Previous experiments determined that SGSE-CPMG was a faster and more efficient pulse sequence than the CPMG pulse sequence for this particular setup. Therefore, SGSE-CPMG pulse was used for this experiment. It was discussed in section 5.2.4.3 that the 0.45g/mL sample MRI signal reaches the noise floor at approximately p = 20. Furthermore, it was shown that at τ less than 0.5, phase refocusing occurred fast enough that motion was not encoded. Therefore, P-space is sampled at $\tau^2 = 0.06$ to 1.18 at increments of 0.02 or from $p = 1.3924$ to 22.7420 at increments of approximately 0.4641. The rest of the scanning parameters for this experiment were 400 scans, 0.1 ms acq, 601 echoes, and 80 data points per echo.

The raw MRI signal acquired from the gelatin samples is shown in figure 46.
Processing the data as mentioned in section 4.7 results in a $p$-space plot shown in figure 47. Applying the inverse Fourier transform on the data obtained in figure 47 results in a velocity distribution plot shown in figures 48 and 49. Finally, applying Eq 4.2 on the velocity distribution plot, a RMS velocity vs gelatin concentration and RMS velocity vs Young's modulus plots can be obtained shown in figures 50 and 51.

Figure 46 – Echo Peaks of Raw MRI data at various $\tau$ for 0.225g/mL gelatin under motion.
Figure 47 – P-Space plot for all the 5 ethylene glycol gelatin samples under motion.

Two plots are shown with no vibration.
Figure 48 – Velocity Probability Distribution of the five gelatin samples. A close up on the center distribution is shown in Figure 48.

Figure 49 – Velocity Probability Distribution focused at the center.
Figure 50 – RMS Velocity vs Gelatin Concentration.

Figure 51 – RMS Velocity vs Estimated Young’s modulus.
5.2.4.3 Ethylene Glycol Gelatin Elasticity Discussion

In Fig. 47, the figure shows the raw MRI signal acquired on a vibrating gelatin sample at various $\tau$. An important observation is that at $\tau$ less than 0.5 ms, no evident signal attenuation occurs in the echoes as mention in previous section. Fig. 48 shows the $p$-space plot of each sample where each point is obtained by ensemble averaging the echoes at each $\tau$. Under no motion, signal attenuation is not observed. However, magnitude spikes are seen to occur at approximately $p=9s/m$. This can be due to resonance in the timing of the pulse sequences at that particular instance. Under motion, signal attenuation increases as the Young’s modulus decreases. Applying the inverse Fourier transform, a velocity distribution plot is observed shown in Fig. 49 and 50. From this plot, $V_{rms}$ is then calculated and plotted against gelatin concentration and the measured Young’s modulus shown in Fig. 51 and 52 respectively. The final results demonstrate that a stiffer sample has less RMS velocity than a softer sample. This conclusion also stems from the correlation in which the signal attenuation in $p$-space is related to the stiffness of the sample when a constant oscillating force is applied. This is consistent with the theory discussed in section 2.1. However, referring to Eq 2.3, the measured RMS velocity should decay inverse proportionally with increasing Young’s Modulus. The results obtained do not reflect this due to many variables. First, the forces applied on the samples were difficult to control. At this point, the best way to control the force applied is to compress the sample as little as possible before the vibration is applied. At small compressions, the force variations between the samples are very small. In addition, a full scan of one sample under the given experimental parameters took
almost 6 hours (400 scans * 1s per scan * 49 data points). During this time, the motor of the massager can and will most likely have degraded over the course of the experiment causing the applied frequency and amplitude to vary between samples. The samples can also introduce errors. As the samples were exposed to air, evaporation occurred which may have caused the samples to become stiffer. This was already foreseen and minimized as the chosen solvent, ethylene glycol, already has a boiling point of 197° compared to water at 100°. Regardless, minimizing scanning time will also minimize the time the sample will be exposed to air. Signal to noise ratio also presented a clear problem as the MRI signal already reached the noise floor at approximately $p = 17$ for the softest sample and $p = 23$ for the stiffer sample. Increasing the magnetic field strength of the magnet would also increase the signal-to-noise ratio which in turn would allow us to greatly reduce the number of scans needed.

The overall system shows that it is possible to perform MRE using a single-sided magnet. Compared to current elastography modalities such as UE and traditional MRE, the proposed system performed much slower and was only able to obtain elasticity of a homogeneous sample in one direction. However, unlike traditional MRE, the proposed system has potential to analyze elasticity properties of samples not confined in an MRI bore at a much cheaper cost.
6 Conclusion and Future Work

The following chapter concludes the thesis, summarizes the findings and discusses future work.

6.1 Conclusion

The overall goal of this research was to develop and implement a portable MR system that can measure elasticity. We have shown a novel way of implementing this system by using a single-sided magnet to generate a magnetic field, and then using velocity imaging techniques to obtain information about Young’s modulus of a sample. The developed system showed a strong correlation between MRI signal attenuation and elasticity when an oscillating force was applied on the sample. This relationship in turn provided us with information about the displacement velocity experienced by the sample which is inversely proportional to elasticity. Currently, the clinical feasibility of this system is limited due to the amount of time required to obtain data and the lack of control of the external vibration source. However, with further developments on the system, it can lead to a portable magnetic resonance based elastography system with scan times under 10 minutes, with much greater contrast than conventional MRE systems due to inherent large field gradients of the single-sided magnets and with cost in the range of Ultrasound Elastography systems.
6.2 Future Work

The research presented here was a first step in the direction of designing a portable MRE system for determining tissue elasticity that could eventually be used on humans. Large amounts of work remain to be done to improve the experimental setup and methodology used throughout this thesis before it can be used to perform *in-vivo* measurements. The following section outlines suggestions for future research.

The single-sided magnet has much room for development. Improving the magnet in terms of the magnetic field strength and the gradient would greatly increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the acquired signal and the resolution of the velocity encoding measurements. This will also reduce the number of scans required which will drastically decrease the time required to obtain data.

The largest source of error occurred with the external vibration source. Applying an accurate and repeatable constant oscillating force on the samples is essential to be able to quantitatively calculate Young's modulus. A possible solution in accomplishing this is to place a high precision balance beneath the magnet. Then using a software program, one could simultaneously control the position system and the magnet using a feedback loop to ensure that the oscillating force applied to the system is constant for all the samples. Another possible solution is to obtain a non-magnetic vibrating actuator where frequency and amplitude could be easily controlled. This vibrating actuator needs to produce a strong enough displacement through the gradient.
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